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1. What applications are best suited for mobile access?

Fire Protection
Industrial Safety
Security Management
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2. How can users integrate your solution into their access control system?

COVER: ASSA ABLOY
ACCESS CONTROL FOR
MANY WORKPLACES

3. Where is the strength of your mobile access solution?
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1. Lost credentials pose a serious threat to workplaces. Over 17% of respondents admitted to losing an RFID card in the last year. Mobile access
helps: it’s harder to lose your smartphone, and
likely you will quickly spot it missing. If a phone
is stolen, password, pattern and fingerprint ID security prevent a thief gaining entry. Student halls
of residence, for example, augment security with
mobile access credentials. Few students instantly
Security
notice a missing smart-card; almost none survive
long without their phone! App access control is
also growing fast in the co-working sector. The
workers of the future are embracing mobile access… right now.

tor cancels a virtual key, it vanishes immediately
from the user’s Openow app. A recent upgrade
brings Openow online functionality to Updateon-Card systems — with no updaters and no hubs.
Another of our solutions, Cliq Connect enables
updating of our programmable Cliq keys from a
mobile phone — perfect for workers and contractors on the move.

3. In Assa Abloy’s most recent Wireless Access
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Mobile access also makes it easy and affordable
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2. Assa Abloy’s Openow mobile access solution
to mandate multi-factor identification, via PIN
integrates seamlessly with our Smartair portfolio
protection for the access app, on-phone biometric
of wireless door locks and other locking devices.
security (fingerprint, face ID), or a combination
Smartair Openow mobile access control enables
of both. It’s also more convenient for everyone.
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We talk about an open ecosystem because a com1. The access control market demands intuitive
1. Lost credentials pose a serious threat to worktor cancels a virtual key, it vanishes immediately
pany can fully incorporate STid Mobile ID into its
solutions. The smartphone has become the new
places. Over 17% of respondents admitted to losfrom the user’s Openow app. A recent upgrade
own system: the solution can be adapted to the
key to access control thanks to its operational effiing an RFID card in the last year. Mobile access
brings Openow online functionality to Updatehigh-security zones in a company. STid Mobile ID
ciency, smooth access and intuitiveness. On averhelps: it’s harder to lose your smartphone, and
on-Card systems — with no updaters and no hubs.
is available in a cloud-based version, or in a version
age, employees use a badge 11 times per day. This
likely you will quickly spot it missing. If a phone
Another of our solutions, Cliq Connect enables
hosted by a third party. It can be tightly integrated
can be a real burden. But while new solutions
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into all access supervision and control systems.
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▪ An online platform that manages, distributes
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protection for the access app, on-phone biometric
and administers dematerialized access badges
their phone in front of a reader.
of wireless door locks and other locking devices.
security (fingerprint, face ID), or a combination
▪ A mobile app compatible with Android and iOS
But this need for intuitiveness must not be detriSmartair Openow mobile access control enables
of both. It’s also more convenient for everyone.
that acts as an authentication mode with Armental to security. STid has a strong end-to-end
security managers and site users to manage virtuFacility managers issue, revoke or amend access
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command of the security chain to guarantee the
al “keys” inside a smartphone app. With Openow
rights from anywhere, including from their own
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protection and the confidentiality of data. Proud
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smartphone. When users store virtual keys on
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1. The access control market demands intuitive
solutions. The smartphone has become the new
key to access control thanks to its operational efficiency, smooth access and intuitiveness. On average, employees use a badge 11 times per day. This
can be a real burden. But while new solutions
have to be more flexible, they must also guarantee that data is protected. For more than 20 years,
STid has been protecting people, data and the
property of the most demanding businesses, governments and industries. We have clearly anticipated this shift towards intuitive and ultra-secure
technologies with our STid Mobile ID solution.
2. In concrete terms, STid Mobile ID is a global,
open ecosystem consisting of:
▪ An online platform that manages, distributes
and administers dematerialized access badges
▪ A mobile app compatible with Android and iOS

We talk about an open ecosystem because a company can fully incorporate STid Mobile ID into its
own system: the solution can be adapted to the
high-security zones in a company. STid Mobile ID
is available in a cloud-based version, or in a version
hosted by a third party. It can be tightly integrated
into all access supervision and control systems.
3. STid Mobile ID digitalizes all your access badges in a single mobile application. The system
manages physical employees or visitors entrance,
access to a virtual workstation, etc., and the
smartphone, when simply switched on, and even
during phone calls, becomes a means of identification. Users can tap their smartphone twice,
move their hand over the reader, enter a room directly, without taking any specific action, or pass
their phone in front of a reader.
But this need for intuitiveness must not be detri-
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